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Hoist Fitness Dual Angle Smith (CF-3755)  
 

The CF-3755 Dual Angle Smith from Hoist
Fitness - a game changer in commercial
fitness equipment. This Smith machine
redefines mounting versatility, offering the
choice of a traditional vertical
orientation or a dynamic 7-degree
angle. The CF-3755 features TPU rack
outs for increased durability and a quieter
workout experience. Assembly is
simplified by the ability to flip the columns,
allowing for four different configurations to
accommodate different workout
preferences. The safety stop mechanism
is designed for effortless use - swing it out
or in, slide it vertically to the desired
position and seamlessly swing it back into
place on top of the rack-out. Experience
innovation and customization in one with
the CF-3755 Dual Angle Smith and set a
new standard in commercial fitness
equipment. Upgrade your gym with this
powerhouse that combines flexibility,
durability and user-friendly safety features.

 CHF 4'990.00  
      

      

Combining European styling and American engineering, HOIST FITNESS takes commercial free weight
equipment to a whole new level. The new CF Premium Line has the same aesthetic features and
durable construction as the popular HOIST ROC-IT line.

Equipment: 

during the mounting process, the Dual Angle Smith can be configured in either a vertical
orientation or with a 7-degree angle
EZ-LOC LATCHING MECHANISM automatically locks and unlocks barbell bar and safety stops
Simple one-handed adjustable safety stops
barbell guide with ball bearings for almost resistance-free movement
polyurethane-covered barbell rests to protect the frame and reduce noise
during assembly, the columns of the CF-3755 can be flipped to position the rack outlets to the
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rear, providing four setup options. This flexibility allows customers to choose their preferred
orientation for engaging/disengaging the bars in the rack outs.
the safety stop mechanism has been optimized for simplicity. Users can swivel it outwards or
inwards, slide it vertically into the desired position and then swivel it back into place on top of the
rack-out
12 options for attaching the barbell rack to the rack
Starting weight/own weight of the Olympic barbell bar 11kg
12 integrated barbell racks for storing weight plates that are not in use
Weight plates not included in the scope of delivery

Use: Home to commercial continuous use, maximum payload training weight 245kg, maximum weight
for storage 612kg
Equipment dimensions: L132 x W223 x H226cm, weight 277kg
Options: Weight plates, barbell bar
Frame colors: platinum, white, black matt
Upholstery colors: light grey, dark grey, black, red, blue (other colors on request)
Warranty: 2 years on labor and spare parts (excluding consumables such as upholstery, ropes)
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